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Abstract
Background—To demonstrate feasibility of migration and in situ chemotherapy delivery to
regional lymph nodes (LN) in a large animal model using an expansile polymer nanoparticle
(eNP) delivery system.

Study Design—Dual-labeled 50 nm and 100 nm eNP were prepared by encapsulating an IR-813
near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent dye within coumarin-conjugated expansile polymer nanoparticles
(NIR-C-eNP). NIR imaging and fluorescent microscopy were utilized to identify intralymphatic
migration of NIR-nanoparticles to draining inguinal or mesenteric LN following injection in swine
hindlegs or intestine. Nanoparticle-mediated intranodal delivery of chemotherapy was
subsequently assessed with Oregon Green paclitaxel-loaded NIR-eNP (NIR-OGpax-eNP).

Results—NIR imaging demonstrated direct lymphatic migration of 50 nm, but not 100 nm, NIR-
C-eNP and NIR-OGpax-eNP to the draining regional LNs following intradermal injection in the
hindleg or subserosal injection in intestine. Fluorescent microscopy demonstrated that IR-813 used
for NIR real-time trafficking colocalized with both the coumarin-labeled polymer and paclitaxel
chemotherapy identified within the subcapsular spaces of the draining LNs. These studies verify
nodal migration of both nanoparticle and encapsulated payload, and confirm the feasibility of
focusing chemotherapy delivery directly to regional nodes.
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Conclusions—Regionally-targeted intranodal chemotherapy can be delivered to draining LNs
for both skin and solid organs using 50 nm paclitaxel-loaded eNP.

INTRODUCTION
Despite curative-intent at the time of tumor resection, many patients develop recurrent
disease within regional lymph nodes (LN) hypothesized to result from “occult”
micrometastatic disease missed at the initial surgery.1–4 The clinical importance of unique
tumor-specific lymphatic pathways used for the nodal migration of individual tumor cells
was recognized in the identification of metastatic disease within “sentinel” lymph nodes
(SLN), with SLN mapping now established as the standard of care in several malignancies,
including melanoma and breast cancer.5,6 Although metastases commonly occur via
lymphatics, draining lymphatic channels and SLN have not been specifically targeted by
adjuvant systemic chemotherapy.7,8 When delivered systemically, concentrations of
chemotherapy within the tumor and regional LN have been shown to be short-lived and
180–300 times lower than when delivered via lymphatics after peritumoral injection.9 Due
to various systemic drug toxicities and poor risk-to-benefit ratios for tumor prevention,
adjuvant chemotherapy for early stage disease has not significantly prevented nodal
recurrence nor has it demonstrated marked improvements in survival for many
malignancies.10,11 As such, targeted delivery of chemotherapy to draining LN at highest risk
for harboring occult metastatic disease is particularly appealing for patients with early stage
disease, since it serves as to increase intranodal drug concentrations, avoid systemic dose-
limiting toxicities, and prevent growth of tumor hidden within the tumor-draining LN.

Although there is significant interest in the use of nanoparticle systems for intra-lymphatic
drug transport12–15, direct intranodal delivery of chemotherapy via dermal and visceral
lymphatic pathways has not been documented using simultaneous, independent monitoring
of both drug and nanoparticle in a large animal model where lymphatic anatomy and flow is
more akin to humans. We have previously synthesized dynamic, pH-responsive expansile
nanoparticles carrying the chemotherapeutic agent paclitaxel (Pax-eNP). When exposed to a
mildly acidic environment (pH = 5), as with endocytosis by a tumor cell, Pax-eNP become
hydrophilic, increase in volume, and release the encapsulated drug over 24 hours.16

Moreover, a single treatment of Pax-eNP prevents establishment and delays recurrence in
murine lung and mesothelioma cancer models, with superiority over conventional methods
of paclitaxel delivery.17,18 One of the main challenges in delivering chemotherapy via
nanoparticles is the uncertainty that the drug and the nanoparticle are co-localizing. In this
study, we independently assessed nanoparticle and drug lymphatic trafficking using multi-
channel fluorescence. Using a large animal model for both cutaneous and solid organ
lymphatic trafficking, real-time near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence imaging and ex vivo
fluorescent microscopy demonstrated intralymphatic migration of eNP to regional LN
within 24 hours, along with concomitant intranodal delivery of paclitaxel in situ.

METHODS
Synthesis of Fluorescently Labeled eNP

Coumarin-labeled NIR eNP (NIR-C-eNP) containing the NIR fluorophore IR-813 were
synthesized using methacrylate and coumarin co-monomers. Unlabeled eNP, and paclitaxel-
loaded (1% wt/wt monomer) eNP were produced using Monomer 1(5-methyl-2-phenyl-
[1,3]-5-dioxanylmethyl methacrylate) via the miniemulsion method previously reported and
subsequently adapted for coumarin co-monomer preparation (Figure 1).16,19

For NIR-C-eNP, 50 mg monomer 1, 0.7 mg 1,4-O-methacryloylhydroquinone, and 0.5 mg
coumarin comonomer were dissolved in 0.5 mL of dichloromethane. IR-813 (70 µg) was
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dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide and added to the monomer/crosslinker mixture before
addition to a 10 mM phosphate buffer containing 5 or 50 mg of sodium dodecyl sulfate for
100 nm and 50 nm nanoparticles, respectively. The solution was sonicated under an argon
blanket and polymerized with aqueous ammonium persulfate and N,N,N′,N′-
tetramethylethylenediamine. NIR-C-eNP were dialyzed in the dark against a 5 mM, pH 8.0
phosphate buffer to remove excess surfactant and salts with final dye concentrations of 50
µM IR-813 and 1 mM coumarin. Oregon-Green (OG) paclitaxel NIR eNP (NIR-OGpax-
eNP) were similarly prepared using 10 µg OG 488-paclitaxel (Invitrogen) resulting in a final
OG-paclitaxel concentration of 3.8 µM. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Nanoparticle Size, Charge and Optical Property Characterization
Nanoparticle size was assessed via dynamic light scattering on a 90Plus particle sizing
instrument (Brookhaven Instruments) and via scanning electron microscopy on a Zeiss
Supra 40VP field emission SEM with particles sized determined using NIH ImageJ. Surface
charge was measured in 10 mM pH 7.4 phosphate buffer using a ZetaPALS zeta potential
analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments). Fluorescence spectra measurements used fiber-optic
HR2000 (200–1100 nm) and USB2000FL (350–1000 nm) spectrometers (Ocean Optics,
Dunedin, FL). Fluorescence excitation for coumarin and Oregon green was provided by a
375 ± 10 nm light emitting diode and a 770 ± 2 nm laser for IR-813.

Animals
All Animals were housed in an AAALAC-certified facility staffed by full-time
veterinarians, with supervised use under an approved institutional protocol in accordance
with IACUC Guidelines. Four to six month old female Yorkshire pigs (30–40 kg; E.M.
Parson’s and Sons, Hadley, MA) were acclimated 48 hours before receiving pre-intervention
sedation with 4.4 mg/kg intramuscular Telazol (Fort Dodge Labs, Fort Dodge, IA).
Anesthesia was administered with 2% isoflurane/balance O2 after intubation. At study
completion, anesthetized animals were euthanized by a rapid injection of Fatal-Plus
(Vortech Pharmaceuticals, Dearborn, MI), consistent with the AVMA Guidelines on
Euthanasia.

In Vivo Nanoparticle Lymphatic Migration Analysis
One of three eNP suspensions were injected intradermally (200 µL) into the hindleg of an
anesthetized pig 10 cm distal to the most inferior nipple: 100 nm NIR-C-eNP (n = 4), 50 nm
NIR-C-eNP (n = 5), or 50 nm NIR-OGpax-eNP (n = 7). 50 nm NIR-C-eNP (n = 5) were
used in studies assessing solid organ migration by injection within the subserosa of the small
intestine after laparotomy. The extent of lymphatic uptake and migration was imaged 24
hours after injection in the hindleg, and in real-time after intestinal subserosal injection
using the Fluorescence Assisted Resection and Exploration (FLARE™) NIR imaging
system as previously described.20,21 Briefly, the imaging system employs two wavelength-
isolated excitation sources, a 400–650 nm “white” light and 725–775 nm NIR fluorescent
light permitting real-time display of simultaneous color video, NIR fluorescent, and merged
images. Under intraoperative FLARE™ guidance, the fluorescent IR-813 encapsulant was
visualized, the injection site and SLN identified, and SLN and non-fluorescing LN dissected
and harvested from the same nodal basin for comparative analysis.

Lymph Node Histology and Fluorescent Microscopy
Excised LN were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 4 hours, mounted in Tissue-Tek O.C.T.
compound (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA), frozen in liquid nitrogen, and cryosectioned at
10 µm. Tissue sections were examined for fluorescence through a modified microscope with
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custom designed optics for NIR fluorescence visualization, described previously.22

Coumarin fluorescence was visualized with excitation/emission filters of 360 ± 20 nm and
525 ± 25 nm, Oregon-Green at 480 ± 20 nm and 535 ± 30 nm andIR-813at 750 ± 25 nm and
810 ± 20 nm, respectively. Following fluorescence imaging, the same section was stained
with hematoxylin and eosin. For qualitative colocalization analysis, fluorescence images of
the different signals were pseudocolored with Adobe Photoshop CS4 to create color overlaid
images. The percentage of colocalization was determined using NIH ImageJ software with
the “Mander’s Coefficient” plugin.23

RESULTS
Dual-labeled NIR Nanoparticles Exhibit Independent Fluorescent Signals for Polymer and
Payload

We have previously demonstrated pH-triggered eNP expansion and slow release of
encapsulated drug, along with rapid Pax-eNP entrance into tumor cells and potent in vivo
tumor cytotoxicity.16,18 Given these characteristics, we hypothesized that Pax-eNP would be
well suited for intranodal drug delivery with the goal that once eNP arrived at the node,
paclitaxel would be delivered directly into the subcapsular space where micrometastases are
commonly found. To test this hypothesis, we created dual-labeled NIR-C-eNP by
incorporating a coumarin comonomer into the polymer backbone (Figure 1a) along with
encapsulation of the NIR-fluorescent dye IR-813 (Figure 1b) as payload. This would permit
separate identification of the encapsulated payload and the nanoparticle itself during in vivo
lymphatic migration studies. Incorporation of these fluorescent labels into the nanoparticles
did not alter the spectral properties of the fluorophores (coumarin λ at 450 and 490 nm and
IR-813 λ at 847 nm; Figure 1d). For studies evaluating intranodal delivery of chemotherapy,
paclitaxel fluorescently labeled with Oregon-Green (OGpax, Figure 1c) was encapsulated
within eNP along with IR-813 (NIR-OGpax-eNP). The fluorescence spectrum of the NIR-
OGpax-eNP shows peaks at 522 nm and 849 nm corresponding to OGpax and IR-813,
respectively, allowing independent identification of each encapsulant (Figure 1e).

Intradermal Lymphatic Migration of Expansile Nanoparticles In Vivo in a Large Animal
As proof of concept for lymphatic delivery in a large animal approaching the size of
humans, 50 nm NIR-C-eNP were injected intradermally into the hindlegs of Yorkshire pigs.
Transcutaneous NIR fluorescent identification of the injection site and a discrete lymphatic
channel between injection site and draining LN were observed in all animals. Figure 2
shows NIR-C-eNP lymphatic migration and LN accumulation 24 hours following
intradermal injection (n = 5). In all pigs, 1 to 3 discrete fluorescent LN were readily
identified transcutaneously within the regional draining lymphatic basin and were
subsequently excised under NIR guidance (Figure 2, bottom). Although several LN were
contained with the same nodal basin, lymphatic drainage from the injection site was specific
to discrete LN within that nodal group, with the other nodes thus serving as negative
controls.

In order to assess the impact of size and particle charge on the ability of eNP to enter and
migrate within the lymphatic system, 100nm C-eNP were also synthesized and
characterized. Particle sizes were measured and compared using dynamic light scattering
(93.9 ± 1.00 nm and 48.1 ± 0.56; p < 0.0001). This was confirmed with SEM micrographs
showing the morphology and size distribution of C-eNP, with average diameters of 105.4 ±
37.0 nm and 54.7 ± 34.6 nm, respectively (Figure 3). In addition to a larger size, 100 nm C-
eNP exhibited a less negative zeta potential (−34.52 ± 0.46 mV) compared to the 50 nm C-
eNP (−46.87 ± 0.94 mV; p < 0.0001). The polydisperity indexes for the particles were 0.117
± 0.01 and 0.284 ± 0.01 respectively. These differences translated into a marked difference
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in migratory ability 24 hours following intradermal injection of 100 nm NIR-C-eNP (n = 4).
The entire NIR-IR-813 signal remained at the injection site, indicating that 100 nm NIR-C-
eNP do not exhibit significant lymphatic migration during this time period. Presence of
IR-813 signal within discrete regional LN following injection of 50nmNIR-C-eNP versus
only at the injection site with 100nm NIR-C-eNP, confirmed that IR-813 was not
prematurely released from eNP nor did it freely migrate within lymphatics. Instead,
lymphatic migration of eNP and IR-813 payload occurred simultaneously.

In Vivo Nanoparticle-mediated Targeting of Visceral Draining Lymph Nodes in a Large
Animal

To determine if lymphatic migration and nanoparticle-mediated nodal targeting is
potentially applicable to solid organ malignancies, similar studies were performed following
subserosal injection of 50 nm NIR-C-eNP in the intestine of Yorkshire pigs (n = 5). Animals
were imaged immediately after injection with rapid migration evident within 30 seconds in
all cases. Migration occurred via 1 to 3 discrete lymphatic channels, with all pathways
subsequently coalescing into a single draining LN at the base of the mesentery (Figure 4).
Migration of NIR-C-eNP to a discrete mesenteric LN was evident in all animals, confirming
the feasibility of intra-operative nodal targeting.

Nanoparticle and NIR Encapsulant Colocalization within the Subcapsular Space of
Draining Lymph Nodes

Regional draining LN were readily identified and harvested via NIR guidance following
injection of 50nm, but not 100nm, NIR-C-eNP, leading to our hypothesis that IR-813 was
delivered to the regional LN via direct nanoparticle migration. To show that IR-813 co-
migrated inside the node within 50 nm NIR-C-eNP, dual-image histologic analysis of NIR-
positive LN was performed with a modified NIR fluorescence microscope, allowing for
independent assessment of IR-813 and coumarin-labeled polymer in situ.22 As shown in
Figure 5, using H&E staining to identify corresponding nodal architecture (5a), encapsulated
IR-813 (5b: red) and coumarin-labeled eNP (5c: green) signals colocalized within the LN on
merged images (5d: yellow). Colocalization was determined, independent of fluorescence
intensity, using Mander’s overlap coefficients23 and demonstrated almost uniform
colocalization of IR-813 and coumarin signals (0.938 ± 0.023) thereby confirming that the
encapsulant migrated with eNP through the draining lymphatics into the node, rather than
via nanoparticle release at the point of injection.

Expansile Nanoparticles Deliver Paclitaxel to Draining Lymph Nodes
To determine intranodal delivery of chemotherapy, paclitaxel fluorescently labeled with
Oregon-Green was encapsulated within 50 nm eNP along with IR-813 (NIR-OGpax-eNP).
Coumarin labeling of the polymer was not utilized due to overlapping fluorescent spectra of
OG-Pax and coumarin moieties. NIR-OGpax-eNP was administered via an intradermal
hindleg injection and NIR fluorescence guided excision of the draining LN was performed
24 hours later. As with NIR-CeNP, lymphatic migration of NIR-OGpax-eNP was readily
visible with identification and excision of a discrete draining lymph node under NIR
guidance (Figures 6a & b). NIR and fluorescent microscopy verified direct intranodal
paclitaxel delivery via NIR-OGpax-eNP by demonstrating co-localization of IR-813 and
OG-Pax signals (Figures 6 d, e & f) within the subcapsular spaces of the LN in situ (Figure
6c), with an overlap coefficient of 0.945 ± 0.056. The absence of OG-Pax signal within
NIR-negative control nodes within the same drainage basin, further established that OG-
paclitaxel delivery was nanoparticle-mediated.
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DISCUSSION
The overall goal of this study was to develop a nanoparticle-mediated drug delivery system
in which chemotherapy delivery was targeted to tumor-draining regional LN, which are
susceptible to recurrent disease following surgical resection of an otherwise locally confined
malignancy. Similar to our findings in this large animal model, several studies in rodents
have identified the acceptable nanoparticle size required for lymphatic transport to be
between 10 – 100 nm24–28, with Reddy et al demonstrating the greatest rate of LN uptake
and retention within the 20 – 45 nm range.28 As we found with 100 nm eNP, larger particles
typically remain confined to the injection site, whereas nanoparticles smaller than 10 nm
diffuse into capillaries and escape LN capture. Other studies have characterized additional
promigratory criteria using PLGA [poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)] nanoparticles, with
migration and nodal retention directly related to anionic charge with less particle
aggregation and greater lymphatic uptake.28–31 Similarly, rapid lymphatic migration of 50
nm NIR-C-eNP, which are both smaller in size and have a more negative zeta potential than
the nonmigratory 100 nm NIR-C-eNP (Figure 3), indicates that these criteria also hold true
for eNP migration within the lymphatics of large animals.

Previous investigators, using drug-loaded PLA or PLGA nanoparticles in rodent models,
have used HPLC to detect the presence of encapsulated chemotherapy within LNs.32,33

However, specificity of drug delivery to individual draining LNs and the presence of
nanoparticles specifically within the subcapsular spaces of those nodes have not been
demonstrated. In fact, after pleural implantation of a gelatin sponge containing paclitaxel-
loaded PLGA nanoparticles, Liu et al detected paclitaxel in both ipsilateral and contralateral
mediastinal lymph nodes, indicating more generalized, and non-targeted, drug delivery.33

Such bilateral or systemic drug detection suggests that paclitaxel delivery may not be
concentrated within draining nodes, as seen with NIR-OGpax-eNP, but rather may occur
diffusely and independent of nodal migration of the nanoparticle.

Direct nanoparticle-mediated intranodal delivery in an in vivo pre-clinical large animal
model, for either cutaneous or solid organ systems, has not been shown and is a necessary
step for potential clinical application of this technology. In order to demonstrate focused
chemotherapy delivery using a nanoparticle-drug delivery system to LN specifically
draining a tumor bed, independent monitoring of nanoparticle and encapsulant is required.
Consequently, the NIR dye IR-813 was encapsulated within eNP in which either a) the
polymer was fluorescently labeled for later histologic identification or b) contained OG-Pax
as a co-encapsulant for subsequent histologic localization of drug delivery. We chose to
utilize nonradioactive NIR imaging for these studies as it is ideal for real-time intra-
operative lymphatic mapping and visualization through intact skin or mesentery due to its
low autofluorescence in biologic tissues and fluids.34–36 NIR mapping using ICG has
previously been shown to be an effective means of accurately identifying sentinel lymph
nodes.20 Given that sentinel lymph node identification via NIR was equivalent to using
radioactive tracers, we have leveraged the safety of NIR imaging for lymphatic mapping in
these studies. As confirmed by colocalization of IR-813 and coumarin on histologic analysis
of NIR positive nodes, IR-813 permitted real-time identification of nanoparticle location in
situ for both subdermal and submucosal lymphatics, a clinically useful approach to the
monitoring of nanoparticle trafficking. While a significant amount of fluorescence remained
at the injection site at 24 hours, given the size and charge of the particle we would expect
continued migration to the regional nodes over time, which will be the subject of future
studies. Similarly, use of fluorescently-labeled OG-Pax allowed independent analysis of
intranodal nanoparticle vs. drug distribution in situ, with both being delivered to the
subcapsular space of the node. This intranodal location makes biologic and oncologic sense
as the subcapsular space lies immediately beneath the LN capsule, communicates with the
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afferent lymphatic vessel, and most importantly, is where initial tumor metastases are
found.37–40 Analysis of nodal pathology in melanoma demonstrated that 86% of tumor
metastases were within the subcapsular space38, making this a prime intranodal location for
delivery of chemotherapeutics directed against occult nodal disease. Studies of other
nanoparticle formulations have shown a similar subcapsular distribution on histologic
analysis of nearby nodes following interstitial or footpad injection26,28, suggesting that
nanoparticle delivery may be particularly well-suited to nodal-targeted drug delivery.

In summary, we have developed a lymphatic drug delivery system using pH-responsive,
expansile nanoparticles whereby encapsulated chemotherapy is carried by regional
lymphatics to the draining nodes that, in the presence of a tumor, are most at risk for nodal
metastases. The encapsulation of the NIR dye IR-813 has allowed real-time in situ
monitoring of nanoparticle trafficking, identification of targeted nodes and confirmation of
intranodal nanoparticle-mediated delivery of paclitaxel. Furthermore, eNP-mediated
delivery of paclitaxel occurred in the subcapsular spaces of the LN, a common location for
occult micrometastatic disease. These results demonstrate feasibility in a large animal model
and suggest that nanoparticle-mediated drug delivery may potentially play a future role in
targeted approaches aimed at the prevention and treatment of early occult metastatic disease
in regional LNs. This study warrants future longterm investigation in large animals in order
to elucidate the kinetics of intranodal nanoparticle migration and excretion over longer
periods of time, to assess chemotherapy delivery throughout the entire lymph node chain, to
determine the efficacy of intra-lymphatic drug therapy, and to assess for long term toxicity
of these particles.
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Figure 1.
Structural and fluorescent properties of IR-813 encapsulated in coumarin-eNP: (a) An
emulsion of an acrylate monomer possessing a 2,4,6-trimethoxybenzaldehyde protecting
group (1) and a coumarin-6 co-monomer (2) was used to synthesize Coumarin labeled pH-
responsive 50 and 100 nm nanoparticles (3). IR-813 (b) was encapsulated with or without
Oregon Green paclitaxel (c) into unlabeled and coumarin-labeled eNP (NIR-OGpax-eNP
and NIR-C-eNP, respectively) to create the two types of dual-labeled particles for
subsequent trafficking studies. (d) Fluorescence spectrum of NIR-C-eNP (λexc = 375 ± 10
nm and 770 ± 2 nm). (e) Fluorescence spectrum of NIR-OGpax-eNP (λexc = 375 ± 10 nm
and 770 ± 2 nm).
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Figure 2.
In vivo NIR imaging of nanoparticle lymphatic migration: (Top) IR-813 encapsulated eNP
are seen migrating from the site of injection (arrow) to a regional draining lymph node
(arrowhead) through a discrete lymphatic channel. Shown are representative color (left),
NIR fluorescence (middle), and a pseudocolored (red) merged (right) images, 24 hours after
injection. Scale bar = 1 cm.(Bottom) Using real-time, intraoperative NIR image guidance,
the specific draining lymph node is identified and distinguished from adjacent non-draining
LNs. Shown are representative images of the dissected, fluorescent LN (right) and an
adjacent non-draining node (left). Arrowhead marks sinus entry point. Scale bar = 0.5 cm.
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Figure 3.
Scanning electron micrographs of (a) 50 nm C-eNP and (b) 100 nm C-eNP. Scale bar = 200
nm.
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Figure 4.
In vivo nanoparticle lymphatic migration in pig intestine: 50 nm IR-813 encapsulated eNP
are seen migrating from the subserosal injection site within the small bowel (arrow) through
easily identifiable lymphatic channels to a single mesenteric draining lymph node
(arrowhead). Shown are representative color (left), NIR fluorescence (middle), and a
pseudo-colored (red) merged(right) images, 4 minutes after injection. Scale bar = 1 cm.
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Figure 5.
Histologic analysis of SLN after intradermal injection of NIR-C-eNP: After SLN dissection
and preparation of tissue frozen sections, histological images were prepared. Shown are (a)
H & E, (b) NIR fluorescence of IR-813 payload (red), (c) coumarin fluorescence of eNP
(green), and (d) pseudo-colored merged images confirming colocalization of IR-813 and
coumarin (R = 0.938 ± 0.023), as well as lymphatic migration of both the eNP and
encapsulated dye to the SLN. The arrow highlights a lymphatic vessel containing
fluorescence within the SLN. Scale bar = 200 µm.
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Figure 6.
IR-813 and Oregon Green-paclitaxel dual-encapsulated expansile nanoparticles: In vivo NIR
imaging confirmed migration of the NIR-OGpax-eNP to a specific draining regional LN.
Shown are NIR fluorescence (a) and pseudocolored (red) merged images(b) of the draining
and nearby LN. Scale bar = 0.5 cm. Fluorescent microscopy confirmed eNP-mediated
delivery of paclitaxel chemotherapy within the LN on histologic analysis. The following
images are shown: (c) white light, (d) NIR fluorescence of IR-813 (red), (e) Oregon Green
fluorescence of encapsulated paclitaxel (green), and (f) pseudocolored merged images. NIR-
OGpax-eNP are visualized within an afferent lymphatic vessel (arrow). Scale bar = 200 µm.
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